We investigate the effects of porosity or relative mass density and specific surface area on shock response of open-cell nanoporous Cu foams with molecular dynamics simulations, including compression, shock velocity-particle velocity, and shock temperature curves, as well as shock-induced melting. While porosity still plays the key role in shock response, specific surface area at nanoscales can have remarkable effects on shock temperature and pressure, but its effects on shock velocity and specific volume are negligible. Shock-induced melting of nanofoams still follows the equilibrium melting curve for full-density Cu, and the incipient and complete melting temperatures are established as a function of both relative mass density and specific surface area. V C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Porous materials, useful for applied purposes owing to their light weight, and balanced stiffness and ductility, are also of fundamental interest in shock physics. [1] [2] [3] [4] Complementing full-density solids, shock-compressed porous materials with different relative mass densities or porosities can provide extra constraints on thermodynamic states at high pressures (P) and temperatures (T). [5] [6] [7] However, their low densities and pronounced structural inhomogeneities often render measurements extremely challenging in shock experiments. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, on the other hand, are advantageous for exploring shock responses of porous materials. Successful synthesis of metallic nanofoams [8] [9] [10] [11] allows for shock experiments on such materials, and also motivates us to perform MD simulations of their shock responses.
For foams, pore connectivity (open vs. closed cells), porosity, and specific surface area (surface area divided by solid volume) are key parameters. Previous MD simulations examined shock responses of regular-patterned nanofoams with different microstructures (pore shape, arrangement and size, and grain boundaries), including elastic-plastic deformation, Hugoniot states, void collapse, hot spot generation, jetting, melting, and vaporization. 4, [12] [13] [14] [15] For convenience, these idealized foam structures largely contain closed cells and are two-dimensional (2D) in nature. However, foams in reality usually possess 3D random pore shapes, sizes, and varying connectivities, and such nanofoams with open cells have been synthesized in laboratory via de-alloying. 8, 9 As length scales reduce to nanoscales, specific surface areas increase considerably. 16 Nanoporous (np) materials show remarkable surface effects on the mechanical responses due to large specific surface areas, as demonstrated by theoretical calculations [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and MD simulations. [22] [23] [24] Nevertheless, the effects of specific surface area on shock response have never been addressed.
In this work, we investigate open-cell, nanoporous Cu foams with three-dimensionally random pores, and different porosities and specific surface areas, regarding their effects on compression curves, shock velocity-particle velocity relations, shock temperatures, and shock-induced melting. It is found that porosity still plays the key role in shock response, but the effects of specific surface area at nanoscales can be considerable. Shock-induced, incipient and complete, melting temperatures are established as a function of both relative mass density and specific surface area.
II. METHODOLOGY
We utilize the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) 25 for MD simulations. The atomic interactions in Cu are described with an accurate embedded-atom-method (EAM) potential, 26 which has been widely applied to shock and non-shock simulations with well-established accuracy in describing deformation, equation of state, and high-pressure melting of Cu. [27] [28] [29] The diffusion application in Stochastic Parallel PARticle Kinetic Simulator (SPPARKS) 30 is utilized to construct open-cell np-Cu via the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method. For np-Cu, the specific surface area, w, is defined as the surface area divided by the solid volume. The relative mass density, q r , denotes the density ratio of a np-Cu foam with respect to full-density Cu. Initially, all atoms in a ½100 single crystal Cu sample are randomly divided into two types (A and B) . The fraction of type A atoms is related to relative mass density or porosity: N A =N t ¼ q r ¼ 1 À /, where N A ; N t , and / are the number of type A atoms, the total number of atoms, and porosity, respectively. When a KMC simulation proceeds, atoms of the same type conglomerate and the whole system decomposes into two phases, each with a continuous microstructure in 3D. After the phase separation, type B atoms are removed to create pores, while the remaining type A atoms form an open-cell, nanoporous, foam. The specific surface area of the nanoporous structure is characterized with Ovito. 31 During KMC evolution, the specific surface area (w) decreases as the ligaments coarsen. We obtain np-Cu with different w but the same porosity, at different stages of coarsening. Similarly, we obtain np-Cu foams with different porosities but the same w. A typical single-crystal Cu nanofoam configuration with q r ¼ 0:5 and w ¼ 0:121Å À1 is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Its average pore size and ligament thickness are $3.5 nm. In order to separate the effects of q r and w, we construct configurations with varying q r at a fixed w (group I, Table I ), or vice versa (groups II-IV). The system sizes are about 3-6 Â 10 6 atoms, and the details are listed in Table I . The np-Cu configurations are relaxed and thermalized for 100 ps at 300 K and zero pressure with the constant-pressure-temperature ensemble under 3D periodic boundary conditions. For shock simulations, the microcanonical ensemble is used, and periodic boundary conditions are applied along the y-and z-axes [ Fig. 1(b) ]. A np-Cu foam impacts a momentum wall 32 at a velocity of Àu p along the x-axis, and the impact induces a shock wave propagating along the x-axis into the nanofoam. The time step for integration of the equation of motion is 1 fs, and the run durations are up to 200 ps for direct shock loading. In order to achieve longer equilibration durations, two Lennard-Jones absorbing walls 33 are applied to the compacted region, with the wall velocity equaling to the average particle velocity in this region. To achieve phase equilibrium, this region is further equilibrated for an extended period, s (up to 1 ns). No additional constraints are applied to the trajectories beyond the momentum mirror and the absorbing walls. Such simulations are compared against independent Hugoniostat simulations (a method to simulate Hugoniot states 34 ), and their results are in excellent agreement for strong shocks. 15, 34 The agreement is likely because under strong shocks, the structures and states become "highly" homogenized even after different intermediate processes or paths, in sharp contrast to weak shocks.
For the pressure range of interest in our simulations, the foams are fully compressed. The stress tensors r ij (i, j ¼ x, y, and z), P, temperature (T), particle velocity (u i ), and density (q) profiles at different stages of shock loading are obtained via 1D binning analysis. 12, 35 The binning width is 5 Å . Shock velocity (u s ) at a given shock-state particle velocity u p is calculated from the wave profiles, and the values of r xx , u s , and q are confirmed to satisfy the Hugoniot jump conditions.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To investigate the effects of q r and w on shock response of np-Cu foams, four groups of shock simulations are performed (Table I) . For each configuration, eight or more different shock strengths, in terms of u p , are explored. As an example, Figure 2 shows the profiles of u x ðxÞ; r xx ðxÞ, T(x), and qðxÞ, for a np-Cu configuration with q r ¼ 0:5 and
. Such profiles display a well defined shock plateaus, but fluctuations do exist within $70 nm behind the shock front as a result of stress and thermal relaxation in the heterogeneous foam. The sharp shock front is due to both the high shock strengths and Figs. 3-7 illustrate the effects of q r and w on shock response of np-Cu foams, including r xx À V or P À V; u s À u p , and T À P curves, as well as melting temperatures (T m ) upon shock loading. V q À1 denotes specific volume. r xx and pressure P are interchangeable in our discussion. Unless stated otherwise, each point shown in Figs. 3-5 is obtained after 1 ns equilibration with absorbing walls.
A. Effects on P -V and u s 2 u p curves
As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the nanofoams collapse with drastic decreases in V at low pressures. At higher pressures, the P -V curves steepen but show different features for three representative increase in V, respectively. At a small porosity (q r ¼ 0.65), the P -V curve is normal with a negative dP/dV slope, similar to those of full-density solids [ Fig. 3(d) ]. This implies that pressure effect outruns thermal expansion. On the contrary, for a large porosity (q r ¼ 0.35), the dP/dV slope becomes positive after compaction [ Fig. 3(b) ]. The abnormal behavior is because thermal expansion prevails over compression. 5 For an intermediate porosity (q r ¼ 0.50), the dP/ dV slope becomes negative and then positive, but the P -V curve is largely vertical.
The dP/dV slope changes as seen for Cu nanofoams have also been observed experimentally for powders at larger scales [36] [37] [38] and can be explained via Gr€ uneisen equation of state and limiting volume. 5, 39 To the first order approximation, a nanofoam with an initial specific volume
r is first compacted to V 0 , the initial specific volume of full-density Cu, and the P-V relation can be described as
where subscript c refers to the "cold curve," c is the Gr€ uneisen parameter, e is internal energy, and K ¼ 2=c þ 1. We also define k ¼ V 00 =V 0 , and the limiting volume, V lim ¼ V 00 =K, at which P ! 1. 5 The dP=dV slope changes in porous materials are fully discussed in Ref. 5 . For Cu, c % 2 and thus K % 2. 40 In the case of q r ¼ 0:65, k < K and V lim < V 0 , so dP=dV < 0 as for full-density Cu. However, for q r ¼ 0:35, k > K and V lim > V 0 , it follows that dP=dV > 0 (abnormal). For q r ¼ 0:50, since k % K and V lim % V 0 , the P -V curve becomes approximately vertical. These simplified predictions are in accord with MD simulations [ Fig. 3(a) ]. A more accurate estimation requires considering c as a function of pressure and temperature. 5 The sign changes in dP=dV [negative-positive-negative, Fig. 3(c) ] are caused by small changes in c, a result of the competition between pressure effect and thermal effect.
Figures 3(b)-3(d) also demonstrate that specific surface area has marked effect on P at a given V (the differences in P at given V are usually 20%-40%), while V at a given P is less sensitive to w (the differences in V at given P are within 3%), since surface energy contributes to thermal pressure while thermal expansion is balanced by compression. At given V, the difference in P due to that in w increases with decreasing q r or increasing porosity. For instance, the change in w from 0.152 Å À1 to 0.062 Å À1 for q r ¼ 0:35 leads to an increase in P from 2.1 GPa to 4.9 GPa at V ¼ 0.12 cm 3 g À1 . Consider two nanofoams 1 and 2 with w 2 > w 1 , and q r1 ¼ q r2 . From the Hugoniot jump conditions, along with a Mie-Gr€ uneisen relationship between Hugoniots of nanofoams 1 and 2, we deduce the pressure difference at the same V as
where E 0 denote the initial internal energy. The difference in w is translated into pressure difference via the above equation. Since w 2 > w 1 , E 02 > E 01 . For V 00 > KV, P 2 < P 1 , and for V 00 < KV, P 2 > P 1 . These two cases are represented by q r ¼ 0:35 and 0.65, respectively. For given V, P indeed decreases with increasing w for q r ¼ 0:35 [ Fig. 3(b) ], while it is the opposite for q r ¼ 0:65 [ Fig. 3(d) , in agreement with our simulation (4.4 GPa). Although w has remarkable effects on P -V curves at nanoscales, the experiments on micro or larger-scale porous materials with the same porosities show negligible differences, likely owing to their considerably smaller values of w. We examine next the effects of q r and w on u s À u p curves. Figure 4(a) compiles the results for all q r and w values examined in this work, and relevant experiments on porous Cu (largely powders or sintered powders) with the same or similar porosities. 36, 41, 42 With increasing porosity, u s decreases for a given u p ; similar observations were made for other porous materials. 7, 36, 43 Our nanoscale simulations of Cu foams are in reasonable agreement with experiments on larger-size Cu powders or other forms of porous Cu. 36, 41, 42 For a fixed porosity and u p , the u s values only differ slightly (within 2%), despite a factor of $3 difference in w. The u s À u p curves do not exhibit any marked changes in slopes even in the melting regimes (see discussion in Sec. III B), similar for full-density Cu. 28, 36 Thus, the u s À u p curves are not sensitive to specific surface area.
The insensitivity of u s to w at a given u p is consistent with the insensitivity of V at a given P (Fig. 3) . From the Hugoniot jump conditions, we have
and
In our simulations, the relative changes in V and u s differ by less than a factor of 2, as suggested by the above equation. Indeed, Figure 4 (b) shows little variations (within 2%) in V with w for a given u p . Thus, the sensitivity to w is low in u s and V for a given shock strength (u p ).
B. Effects on T 2P curve and melting temperature Figure 5 displays a shock temperature as a function of pressure at different porosities but fixed specific surface area, or the vice versa. Referencing to the equilibrium melting curve, T m ðPÞ, three distinct regimes are identified, namely, solid, solid-liquid mixed phase, and liquid regimes. T m ðPÞ can be described with the Simon equation
Here, T m0 ¼ 1325 K, a ¼ 15.37 GPa, and b ¼ 0.53. 28, 45 The mixed-phase regime is supposed to coincide with the equilibrium melting curve T m ðPÞ for full-density Cu, but lies below it, since achieving phase equilibrium takes more than 1 ns for transiently, locally, melted Cu to crystallize (see below).
For a given w, shock temperature increases with decreasing q r or increasing porosity at the same pressure [ Fig. 5(a) ]. Such porosity effect 5 is well observed for powders, 36, 43 and nanofoams with drastically different microstructures. [12] [13] [14] [15] Shock-induced collapse of voids or pores leads to marked increase in internal energy, likely internal jetting as well, and subsequently, drastic temperature rise and even melting. For given q r , shock temperature increases with increasing w at the same pressure [ Fig. 5(b) ], since more surface energy is converted into internal energy upon consolidation, causing a temperature rise. The w-effect on shock temperature is non-negligible. For instance, shock temperature at 15 GPa is increased from 1900 K for w ¼ 0:045 Å À1 to 2200 K for w ¼ 0:121 Å
À1
. We take the case of q r ¼ 0:5 and w ¼ 0:121 Å À1 as an example to elucidate the Hugoniot states and phase transitions in np-Cu foams (Fig. 6) . Shock simulations at different particle velocities are performed to determine the P À T conditions for incipient and complete melting. The pressure and temperature in the steady shock region immediately after shock passage are shown as squares in Fig. 6 , and the corresponding values after 1-ns equilibration, as black dots. During this extended equilibration, the structure behind the shock is relaxed, thermal and stress equilibria are practically achieved, and melting or recrystallization occurs as a metastable phase transits to a thermodynamically stable phase; e.g., the arrow indicates crystallization of locally melted Cu crystallizes, inducing an increase in temperature but a decrease in pressure. In this way, we obtain the solid and liquid Hugoniot states. Completely equilibrated states in the mixed-phase regime are not achieved since the required equilibration time is far beyond MD time scales. However, the simulated states of partial melting approach the equilibrium melting curve. More details can be found in Refs. 15 and 46. When necessary, we extrapolate the solid and liquid (P, T) Hugoniots toward the equilibrium melting curve, and their intersections with the melting curve (asterisks, Fig. 6 ) represent the incipient and complete melting, respectively. In this way, we determine shock-induced, incipient and complete, melting temperatures of nanofoams for different q r and w (Fig. 7) . At a fixed w, T m decreases with decreasing q r or increasing porosity, and the difference between incipient and complete melting temperatures decreases as well. At a fixed q r ; T m decreases with increasing w. Given q r or w, the melting temperature for complete melting is higher than that for incipient melting.
The relations among T m ; q r , and w can be described as
where T 0 , T 1 , a, and b are fitting parameters. T 1 represents the temperatures at incipient or complete melting for q r ¼ 1, i.e., full density. For incipient melting,
98, and b ¼ À982 K Å . All the fitting parameters for Eq. (6) are summarized in Table II . In both cases, T 0 are nearly the same since the T m ðq r Þ curves at a given w merge as q r ! 0; T 1 is consistent with the previous results on full-density Cu. 46 The slope (b) is steeper for incipient melting than complete melting, i.e., the effect of w is stronger for the former. Equation (6) is a modification of the power law in Ref. 15 and also considers the effect of specific surface area on shock-induced melting, which was previously neglected. Herein, Equation (6) is a combination of a power-law function and a linear function [ Fig. 7(b) ]: the former denotes the contribution of porosity, and the latter, specific surface area. The effect of w is less pronounced but non-negligible at nanoscales. For instance, T m decreases by about 100 À 150 K when w increases from 0.03 to 0.16 A
. The reduction in T m with increasing w is owing to reduced energy barrier to melting by surfaces and other defects upon shock compression. Note that for porous materials under compression to a full density, the equilibrium melting temperatures, T m ðq r ; wÞ, are still located on the T m ðPÞ curve for the full-density solid. For a given T m ðq r ; wÞ, the corresponding pressure can be obtained from Eq. (5).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the effects of relative mass density (or porosity) and specific surface area on P À V; u s À u p , and T À P curves, as well as melting temperatures, of opencell np-Cu foams under shock compression. For a fixed specific surface area, the porosity effects on P -V and u s À u p curves simulated for nanofoams are consistent with experiments on larger-size Cu powders qualitatively. And for a fixed porosity, the effects of specific surface area can be remarkable on P -V and P -T curves, but are negligible on u s À u p curves. Less porosity or smaller specific surface area leads to higher incipient or complete melting temperature. Shock-induced melting of nanofoams still follows the equilibrium melting curve for full-density Cu, and the relations among T m ; q r and w can be described as T m ðq r ; wÞ ¼ ðT 1 À T 0 Þq a r þ T 0 þ bw.
